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President ' s Corner
Charles J . LaBlonde

Contact

The most difficult part of being President of the American
Helvetia Philatelic Society is not being able to sit down and chat
with each and every member, face to face . Many of you take the
time to write to me and to other officers ; for that I thank you.
Every letter gets an answer . Tonight, for example, I was answering
a member's question about the cancels of Canton St . Gallen . The
letter got long and I got lazy and I had some literature which would
have answered some of his questions . A few hours, over a beer,
would have resulted in such a nice discussion.

But all is not necessarily glum! Every year, always in a different
location, we hold an AHPS convention in conjunction with a
national stamp show. We hope our members will come out and meet
us and each other. We answer questions, swap stamps, socialize a
little, and generally have a good time. This year, we have a
location which is near more members than ever . A 200-mile circle
around Philadelphia would capture a significant portion of the
membership . Most of your officers will be at the meeting . Bring
your stamps, covers, questions and let's have a great celebration of
our 50th birthday.

Speaking of officers, we still need help for 1989/1990 . The work
is neither difficult nor overly time consuming because we have a
team that functions well and takes pride in its work . You'll meet
some great people, learn much about your hobby, and have the
pleasure of a job well done . Please let me hear from you.

Happy Collecting and see you at SEPAD.
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EDITOR'S COMMENT

	

Steven S . Weston

I recently had the opportunity to view a collection of more than
800 Swiss T-cancel stamps . Beginning in 1954, Swiss postal
employees began using regular postage stamps for the purpose of
collecting postage due . These stamps were cancelled with two types
of rubber stamps, showing the letter "T" for taxe, as evidence that
postage due was collected and to prevent the reuse of the stamps.
This practice was not officially sanctioned by the postal administra-
tion until 1955.

There are two types of T-cancels : a solid "T" within a circle and
an outline "T" . Both types are still in use today . These cancels are
authorized for use on regular definitive and publicity stamps only.
The use of semi-postal stamps for this purpose is known but a
directive prohibiting this practice was issued shortly after the first
usage became known.

T-due stamps are usually created by postal employees while sort-
ing mail for delivery and are affixed to the cover or card, or to a
yellow newsprint slip of paper and cancelled with the "T" canceller
in a manner that is generally not SOTN . These guys are in a hurry
and they seem to prefer to tie the stamps to the paper.

The collection I viewed, except for a couple of items, consisted
of individual stamps with SOTN "T" cancels, no gum and no creases,
not even perf creases . They look like they had been prepared with
a great deal of care . Compared to examples in my collection and
others, these stamps look too good to be true -- and that's the
reason for this article.

This collection shows evidence that both
types of "T" cancels were produced with the
same cancelers throughout, on issues from
1949 to 1984, a period of 35 years! Both
cancelers have distinguishing features . On the
circle-T canceller, the left arm of the "T" is
larger and heavier in form than the right arm.
On the outline-T, the serif on the left arm is
more pointed than the serif on the right arm.

While studying this coll-
ection I found that, starting
with the 1972 issues, a con-
stant variety appears on the outline-T cancel . This
variety is a line-break in the vertical line in the
left arm of the "T"; it appears that the rubber broke
here and is no longer applying ink to the stamps.
This variety continues through 1984, where the
collection ends. All other characteristics of this
cancel show that it is the same cancel used on
issues before 1972.
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There has been speculation for years that many T-cancels were
manufactured by a willing post office in Switzerland. The

appearance of this collection seems to confirm this hypothesis. If this is
actually true, then the value of these items is much, much less than
the published catalog prices.

Another factor to consider is that T-cancel catalog prices mirror
the catalog price of the underlying stamp in mint condition . If you
have a heavily hinged, mint set of the 1941 historical subjects, you
could wash off the gum and find a PO that would apply T-cancels
for you, creating a catalog value "profit ."

My advice is to be careful; if you really must have these items
for your collection, then by all means get them on cover.

A "new" variety has surfaced recently; it
only took 70 years to be discovered . In the
March BBZ, they reported that the 25c value
of Helvetia with Sword (Z 109) had been
printed with light green toning instead of
light blue . This was probably caused when
the first sheet of this printing was run
through an uncleaned press which had previ-
ously printed the 30c, 50c or 1Fr value, which
used light green . Only four errors have been
found so far . The illustration shows the area
printed with toning on this bicolored stamp
(courtesy of the Helvetia Philatelic Society Newsletter).

A trivia question was submitted by Henry Beecher (PO Box 1377,
Ashland OR 97520) who is researching US postal rates since 1872.
A semi-official US postal publication listed in its "Table of Foreign
Postages" an entry 'Viege -- see Switzerland' from 1869 to 1872 . To
our knowledge, Viège is the French spelling of Visp in Valais . Why
did this town deserve mention in a rates table supplied by the
USPOD? Viège is hardly in the same class as Basel, Geneva,
Lausanne, Neuchatel or Zürich; or was it? The railroad had not
reached Viège by March 1869 when it was first listed . And why
should the French name be used? Can anyone clear up this minor
mystery for Mr. Beecher?

Tell's Associate Editor, Felix Ganz, has been inducted into the
National Philatelic Writers Hall of Fame . Although Felix asked
that I not make a big deal of this, I have to say that it's a well
deserved honor . Congratulations, Felix!

This month's Tell has a new look although you may not notice
it without close examination . A new version of my word processing
software has allowed me to tighten up the text a little bit for a 3%
increase in content . Also, the AHPS auction is now set using the
laser printer thanks to William Lucas who is submitting the auction
to me on a computer diskette.

Patronize Tell Advertisers
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Swiss Ganzsachenfreistempel
and Dienstfreistempel

	

Henry Ratz

The title is a whole mouthful in German that translates loosely
into "private to-order postage meter impressions" and "Federal
Administration postage meter frankings ." The German words
freistempel and freimarken connote something they really are not,
free, but the exact origin and the choice of the word still eludes me.
It has something to do with freimachen . In any event, this article
will shed some light on these two categories of postage meter
impressions.

Since great quantities were used on mail to foreign destinations,
you can still find them today in dealers' boxes here, and as meter
impressions go, they are treated more like poor cousins . If you are
interested in adding them to your collection, avoid saving them in
the form of cutouts; instead, collect only full covers.

Private To-order Postage Meter Impressions
From 1907 through March 1930, corporations, societies, local and

state government entities, and others could send their stationery
(envelopes, cards, wrappers, etc .) to the postal administration HQ for
imprinting of desired or needed postage value . The minimum
quantity was 500 pieces for the first denomination and 100 for any
subsequent value or item within the same order . The actual printing
was done at no charge ; only the total value of the imprinted postage
had to be prepaid by the client . The whole private to-order
category of entires represents a rather large field of collectibles in
Switzerland and their respective shows are real eye-openers.

My first example, on the opposite page, shows a so-called folded
sheet (opened here) . The imprinted franking is made up of a 3c
Tellboy in dull-orange for the postage of a printed matter piece,
plus a 15c Tellbust in violet for the registration fee . (Frankings
with more than one value are listed in the Zumstein Ganzsachen
catalog reading from right to left ; the example here is listed as a
3+5, not 15+3 as one might expect .) Part of the text is shown here
for those of you who can read German; it's wonderfully convoluted
governmenteese with two 30-letter words on this side of the form!

A look at the catalog today and at the items in exhibitions
indicates that this was a fairly complex, cumbersome, and expensive
operation for the postal administration. By 1930, they had decided
to continue to offer this service but to do it with a simpler and less
expensive method . A new tool had arrived on the scene, the
postage meter machine.

The first such imprint (shown below) was produced using a
Hasler F22 postage meter machine . The earliest date known is
August 28, 1930 . From the position of the numerals (shifted to the
left) one can determine that the value frame was set up to handle
all sorts of frankings up to 4½ digits, but it appears that by the time
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the system became operational the only fractional rate (7+ Rp . for
foreign destination printed matter) was no longer in effect . At
least, only three values are known today to have been imprinted
with first design : 0010, 0020 and 0030. Others, like a 0005, are
possible but have not been sighted thus far . The design, among
others, includes the abbreviation "O .P.D." which stands for Ober-
PostDirektion (then, the official German name for the Swiss postal
administration), and "D .G .P." for Direction Générale des Postes (the
official French designation) . There are two Ps in ovals which
obviously stand for Port Payé (postage paid).

While it is obvious that the first cliché was formulated and built
during a period that included a fractional rate, the elimination of
such a rate by July 1, 1930 dictated the creation of a new slug that
could handle the new common rates expressed in three digits only
(see example below) . Six values have been found to exist : 005, 010,
020, 025, 030, 040 . The earliest known date is October 6, 1930.

In general, when collecting metered imprints like these, be they
private or official, it is important that you classify them by the
number of digits in the value . For example, with these two issues,
a 30 Rp. rate expressed as 0030 is much more difficult to locate
than a three digit frame expressed as 030.

For about nine years nothing was changed, but some administra-
tive consolidation took place and most graphics received a facelift.
As a result, by 1939 a newly designed value frame was introduced
as shown below . The designer was Bernhard Reber (creator of
Zumstein # 210, 276, 277, 317, etc .) . Amtsblatt #13 of March 23,
1939 sets the new ground rules for ordering these new imprints ; the
most important of which were : a minimum order quantity of 250
pieces, that all mail to be imprinted must show the sender's name,
and that all orders must be prepaid including postage for the
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imprinted material back to the ordering party . The franking value
possibilities were set at 005, 010, 020, 030, 040 and 060, expressed
in three digits only.

GD+PTT+DG stands for the new official designation of the
general administration : General Direktion + Post Telephone

Telegraph + Direction Générale. The two ps are still with us but the
HELVETIA has been moved to the bottom line.

By 1942, the machines were replaced with a newer Hasler model
F88. The design of the value frame was retained but the franking
value slugs were expanded to four digits to accommodate two
additional values : 0065 and 0105, both assumed to be foreign
destination airmail rates although I have not been able to put my
hands on a cover with the 0105 rate yet. A photocopy would be
much appreciated from anyone owning one!

Incidentally, the example above must have been part of one of
the last orders produced with this design because a new design was
already in preparation.

The new value frame introduced that same year (1954) is a
mystery in that someone wanted to see the two inscription bands
exchanged top to bottom : HELVETIA has been moved to the top.
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Five values are known: 0005, 0010, 0020, 0040, 0050. Logically,
0030 and 0060 should be around, but no documentation has been
established so far.

After six years without changes, we see the introduction of a
brand new design in 1960 . A double oval with a three digit
franking slug as shown below.

It's interesting to note that HELVETIA was moved back to the
bottom of the frame. Also, the two Ps have disappeared and are
replaced by two roman XIIs . What's the meaning of these numer-
als? Remember that the Swiss postal system is divided into eleven
postal districts . This is the first time that we see the General
Administration designated as the 12th district ; must have been an
accountant's idea . Only three values are known : 005, 010, 020.
They are rather tough to find since this three digit version was
available for about three weeks only, which is not to say that you
will not see them used up at a later date as there was really no time
limit imposed upon their actual use . Also note that the "P" in POST
is leaning to the left.

Less than a month later, this
same design was replaced by a
frame that contained a four digit
value slug . The possible values
were expanded to include postage
rates of 0005, 0010, 0015, 0020,
0030, 0040, 0050 and 0080.

A new version was introduced
in 1968 . The frame is neither a
box nor an oval and POST is set
tighter so that the P no longer
leans . The word HELVETIA is
set slightly tighter and the H is more condensed than in past
designs . Three values exist: 0010, 0020, 0030. There is indication
that 0005 was imprinted too, but none have been confirmed.

In 1969, Hasler and Frama, the two promi-
nent distributors of postage meter machines,
got additional competition from Adrema AG
which represented the world giant in the field,
Pitney Bowes of the USA . Adrema's first
machines in Switzerland featured a value
frame design which was a radical departure
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from anything seen before and the design must have found instant
admirers among the top brass in Bern . Both Hasler and Frama
scrambled to adopt this new design and we see them appearing in
1970 on the machine(s) that produce these prepaid imprints . Five
values are known to exist, all with four digit slugs : 0005,
0015, 0020 and 0030 .

	

The frame measures 32x23 mm .
0010,

Since that time, six more different imprints have appeared, all
geared to either a machine change or additional franking needs.

1975 Adrema, 32x23 mm, 0030
bottom box rule open, small
value figure with a decimal
point.

1978 Hasler, 30x24 mm,
0020, 0040, 0080; "PTT" is
7 .6 mm wide.

1980 Hasler, 32x23 mm, 0005,
0010, 0020, 0025, 0035, 0040,
0050, 0090, 0155; "PTT" is
6.5 mm wide.

1974 Hasler, 32x25 mm,
0010, 0020, 0030, 0040,
0080.

1977 Hasler, 32x25 mm,
0010, 0020, 0035, 0040;
small value figure with a
decimal point.

1979 Hasler, 32x25 mm, 0005,
0010, 0040, 0050, 0090 ; "PTT"
is 7.1 mm wide.
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When philatelists want to create something different there is
really no limit to their imagination as the following examples show.
For the opening ceremonies of the new Furka-Oberalp tunnel in
1982 (considered to be the longest railroad tunnel in the world for
a narrow gauge railroad at 15 .4km), the Swiss railroad philatelist
society had some of their official cards imprinted by the PTT
franking machine . Once returned, they proceeded to run these cards
through their own meter with only the slogan portion set and no
value indicia as shown below.

I'm sure that did not go over well at the PTT as the final result
makes the PTT appear to be subsidizing some private celebration
project . The second example shows the same slogan produced by
their own meter, this time with the proper value frame as indicated
by the serial number at the bottom.

To close this section and to confuse the beginner thoroughly,
there are a whole bunch of look-alikes of more recent vintage.
These are not imprints from official PTT franking machines, but
genuine value imprints done on a regular printing press; see the
whole page collage for examples . The first category includes postal
cards and aerograms which have been revalued as a result of a rate
increase or special flight . Frugal as usual ; nothing is thrown away!
Others are from recent PTT promotional pieces for their telephone
service, address changes, etc . A decent magnifier will quickly show
you the difference between metered imprints and press imprints, the
latter being more full-bodied and the ink more even and well
saturated.
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The next example, from the Federal Chancellery, shows a stiff
31 .70 Fr postage . It was chosen to show the close similarity of the
designs of the franking machine cds and the hand-held cds.

Cds hand cancel

	

Similar franking machine

	

Value frame,
in black ink;

	

cds, printed in red ink .

	

printed in red.
required because
of declared value.

As touched upon earlier, the new designs adopted in 1939 and
1942 for private imprints were never used by Bern 3, but when the
PTT issued the new design in 1954, with HELVETIA at the top,
they fashioned a similar one for their machine (a Hasler F88 by
then), with the inscription at the bottom reading POSTAMT BERN
3, as shown below. Pieces mailed from within the Federal Palace
carry a cds, much closer to the value frame now, and those printed
for the outside offices carry no cds imprint so that they could be
used any time.
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The last example shows such a cover with two labels from an
outside department, the Public Prosecutor . This item is from the
transition period (1954-56) when old labels were used up and
combined with new ones when dictated by a given rate ; a 65 Rp.
value slug was apparently not available.

Later, while government offices grew larger and the labor
shortage became more acute, the so-called pauschal frankatur (lump
sum [payment of] postage) was introduced and applied to the total
federal apparatus . As a result, the machine at Bern 3 was phased
out. We collectors remember that day when our new issue ship-
ments from the Philatelic Office in Bern no longer carried the
former pretty frankings in stamps . It's called progress!

Any queries should be sent to my address listed in the masthead;
please send photocopies and SASE . For additional information you
might want to consult the following publications:

-

	

- Freistempel Katalog Schweiz, 1987, Heiner Dürst; available from
him directly for 10 Fr plus postage at: Alte Landstrasse 60, CH-
8803 Rüschlikon/ZH, Switzerland.

- - "The Postage Meter Impressions of Switzerland and Liechten-
stein," Werner Simon, in a special issue of Helvetia, 1940.

- - "Meter Markings, Franking Machines & Officially Imprinted
Value Tablets," Felix Ganz, The Helvetia Herald, May 1974.

- - Zumstein: Ganzsachen Schweiz (Catalog of Swiss postal stationery
and entires), Verlag Zumstein & Cie ., Bern, 1984.
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AHPS MAIL AUCTION

Auction #79 values are from Zumstein and Amateur Collector catalogs or estimated
retail unless otherwise stated ; 1 SFr = $ .71 and £1 = 1 .88 . The closing date is August
21, 1988 . Submit bids to : William R . Lucas, P .O .Box 228, Aurora, IL 60507

Lot Description	 $ Catalog/Est
1 10 (Z 17II T17 stone B1 LU) Used with 2 grille cancels forming a

cross hatch pattern, 4 margins	 $142 .00
2 21 Z 23B) Used, almost 4 FL, 3 WM, grille cancel ; est	 $50/60.00
3 37 Z 23G) Used 3 FL, 2 WM part of next at bottom, CDS Cancel ; est $10 .00
4 37 Z 23G) Used almost 4 FL, 2 plus WM, light CDS : ST Gall --

13 Oct 62 ; est	 $8/10.00
5 42 (Z 29) Used, light CDS BASEL 9 11 73, V/F	 $106.50
6 48 (Z 35) Used, CDS, F	 $164 .00
7 Lot of 6 Standing Helvetia unused without gum; 83, 86, 83a, 94,

96 & 84b (Z 67A, 70A, 67D, 73D & 74D); G/F ; Catalog $701 ; est . $50/70 .00
8

	

Z 67C) Unused hinged, F, catalog 325 SFr . ; est	 $60 .00
9

	

Z 69C ) Unused, F, no gum, catalog 1100 SFr . ; est	 $75/85 .00
10

	

Z 70C) Unused, regummed, F/VF, catalog 625 SFr. ; est	 $50 .00
11 83a (Z 67D) Unused, just F, hinged

	

$14 .25
12 87b (Z 71E) Used, F, slightly smeared CDS 	 $266 .00
13 93 (Z 71B) Used, F, legible Cds(REC) ONVILLIER 28 .11 .90	 $85 .00
14 111 (Z 92A) Used, F, heavy CDS	 $124 .25
15 111b (Z 92C) Used, Avg, SOTN CHIRSSO-MESSAGERIA 20 .X .07	 $177 .50
16 136a (Z 107) Used, V/F, CDS	 $78 .00
17 147 (Z 118 Used F/VF, parts of two CDS	 $13 .50
18 147 Z 118 Used VF, partial CDS	 $13.50
19 147 (Z 118 Used F, CDS	 $13 .50
20 149 (Z 123 II) Mint NH, VF, nice	 $21 .50
21 167a (Z 126I) Used, F/VF, CDS COSSONAY 6 .X1 .14	 $32 .00
22 316/21 (Z 285/90) Unused, hinged, VF 	 $42 .50
23 632/43 (Z 594/02) Mint NH, VF	 $4 .25

SEMI'S - SEMI'S

24 B2/3 (Z WI 2/3) Unused, F/VF, some paper remnant on gum,
minimum $140 .00	 $375 .00

25 B7/9 Z WI 7/9) Used, 7&8 VF, 9 F, all with CDS, 9 nice corner only $100 .00
26 B90a Z WII 1) Mint NH, VF	 $92 .50
27 B211 ((Z WI 142) Mint NH, VF with imprinted tab

	

$7.00

SOUVENIR SHEETS - SOUVENIR SHEETS

28 371a (Z WIII 38) Mint NH, gum toning 	 $19 .50
29 428 (Z WIII 40) Mint NH	 $12 .50
30 B105 (Z WII 12) Mint NH, slight gum thin	 $568 .00
31 B130 Z WIII 16 Unused, light hinged . gum toning

	

$55 .00
32 B143 Z WIII 21 Mint NH, slight gum disturbance at bottom	 $244 .00
33 B144 Z WIII 23 Unused, hinge remnant

	

. $115 .00
34 B206 (Z WIII 32) Mint NH, small thin left edge 	 $285 .00

AIR MAIL AND POSTAGE DUE

35 C4/7,9/12 (Z F 4/7, 9/12) Unused hinged, VF	 $200 .00
36 C9 (Z F9) Unused LH, V/F	 $23 .50
37 C13a (Z F 14z) Unused, hinged, V/F	 $8 .50
38 C14 (Z F 15) Unused LH, F/VF	 $106 .50
39 C43/44 (Z F 43/44) Unused LH, F/VF	 $47 .00
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Lot Description

	

$ Catalog/Est

BLOCKS OF FOUR - BLOCKS OF FOUR

40 203a (Z 166z) used B/4, light CDS cancels V/F	 $25 .00
41 250/2 (Z 219/21) Used B/4, VF, single centered FDC 1 .11 .39 .

	

.

	

. $302 .00
42 440-455 (Z 412-427) Used B/4, single FDC V/F, cat for used B/4 .

	

.

	

. $54 .00
43 $114 .00B57/9 (Z WI 57/9) Used B/4, single centered CDS, F/VF	
44 B77/9 (Z WIII 2/4) Used B/4, single centered CDS, VF	 .

	

.

	

. $174 .00

COVER LOTS - COVER LOTS

45 120 (Z 164) on registered cover to Vienna ; good condition	 $25 .00
46 Censored cover, ZUG to New York . Metered postage	 $5 .00
47 133,B10/11 (Z 109,WI 10/11) Cover to Germany with a regular foreign

rate 25 cts . stamp and a complete set of the 1920 Pro Juventute issue.
Rare invalid usage? see page 103 "TELL" May 1981 . Min . $75 .00 . $75/100 .00

48 B170/3 (Z WIII 25w/28w) Cover with St . Moritz cachet and
CDS 3 .11 .48 unaddressed . Nice	 $ 35 .50

49 B229/30 (Z WI 150/1) Cachet cover, B/4, 3 B229, 1 230 	 $ 20 .00
50 B242/46 (Z WII 71/5) Cover Complete set on cover.

"Conference O Quatre" CDS cancel . V/F	 $39 .00
51 376/7 (Z349/50) 1st lay cover, registered to New York . Cachet	 $25 .00
52 Lot of 11 FDC PJ 1973/7 PP 1973/8 . PTT covers unaddressed.

Perfect condition	 $73 .00
53 Lot of 5 FDC (Z 471/5, 498/02, 511/5, 553/5, 582/5) PTT covers

unaddressed . Perfect condition	 $ 24 .50
54 Aerogramme (Zumstein type 2) used to USA . Slightly soiled	 $8 .50

ERRORS - ERRORS

56 239 (Z 212 Used Pf .2 broken column, short perfs, heavy CDS	 $320 .00
56 240 (Z 213 Used, Pf.l two-tone sky, V/F CDS	 $14 .25
57 327 (Z 293 Used, Ret.1 "ghost mountain" F/VF CDS	 $106 .50

CANCELS - CANCELS

58 Lot of 310-446 (Z 418) used on piece, cut from Post Giro, good
variety of CDS . Some strikes light ; est	 $20/25 .00

59 Lot of 152-395 (Z 368) used on piece, cut from Post Giro, good
variety of CDS . Some strikes light ; est	 $10/15 .00

MISCELLANEOUS - MISCELLANEOUS

60 3024 (Z D IV 13) Used, V/F, Slightly smeared CDS	 $53 .00
61 Map of the Matterhorn area: "Cate D'excursions De La Contree"

Matterhorn Arolla Gd . Combin . Vintate 1938 ; est	 $15/25 .00
62 Collection on Minkus pages, 1959/1978, Used VF light cancels.

Almost complete includes all 7 SS, a few single stamps in later
years missing . Scott catalog $290 .00 owners count . Min . bid $90 .00	 $90 .00

63 Liechtenstein C19/20 (Z F 19/20) Used, V/F, Nice CDS	 $2 .50
64 Zeppelin covers listed in Swiss Luftpost-Handbuch as Z102 (S30)

B Friedrichshafen to Los Angeles catalog $600 .00, $582 .00 in stamps $1182 .00
65 Z 102(S30) C Friedrichshafen to Lakehurst catalog $450 .00, $485 .00

in stamps ; has pilot Echeuer's signature . Z F14 has pin hole not
counted in catalog	 $ 935 .00
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Who's Who on Swiss Stamps

	

Rudy Schaelchli

Switzerland found itself in danger
during the Franco-Prussian war of
1870/71 . The country declared its
neutrality and Colonel Hans Herzog,
born October 28, 1819 in Aarau, was
appointed General of the 35,000 man
Swiss army, protecting the borders of
the country . On February 1, 1871,
General Herzog signed an agreement
with General Clichant, commander
of the French Army of the East
(Bourbaki Army), to have the 85,000
French troops lay down their arms
and be interned in Switzerland near
Verrieres and St . Croix . [The war
and the internment resulted in the

creation of the first free frank, or franchise stamps : the Red Cross
issues of 1870/71 and the interned military franchise label of 1871.
On December 1, 1939, the Swiss PTT issued a Pro Juventute stamp
(PJ 89) designed and engraved by Karl Bickel to mark the 120th
anniversary of Herzog's birth . [In 1939, Europe was again at war
and in a small way this stamp reinforced Switzerland's commitment
to neutrality and the defense of its borders . SW]
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SEPAD Notes

	

Steven S . Weston

By now most of you know that our 50th Anniversary Convention
will be held at SEPAD on October 21-23 in King of Prussia which
a few miles northeast of Philadelphia near Valley Forge . This
promises to be the biggest and best AHPS convention ever and I
can't believe that any of you would want to miss it if it's at all
possible to come! Good grief! I'm coming all the way from San
Diego to be there when I should be in New Orleans getting ready
for a computer show.

In the unlikely event that you get bored with us and the show,
there are lots of attractive places to visit nearby . Spouses and
dependents can go sightseeing or shopping at the largest mall in the
lower 48 states.

Most of us will be staying at the Sheraton Valley Forge Hotel
(215-337-2000 or 800-325-3535) at special low SEPAD rates . Very
nice accommodations with plenty of amenities on site for when you
just want to relax.

If you want to know more about touring the area before or after
the show, Dale Eggen's an expert ; call or write him at PO Box 2948,
Warminster PA 18975-2948; 215-672-3200 . The show site is
midway between New York City and Washington DC ; there are lots
of things to do and see . Make a vacation of it!

European members, your cash will probably never go farther than
now . With exchange rates the way they are, it's like getting two for
the price of one . Don' t miss this opportunity to see America and
trade your unwanted philatelic material with American collectors
eager to obtain the quality rare in the New World!

That's right! Trade - Swap - Sell - Buy! Bring your goodies
and want list because we're going to have a swap meet or two.
You'll see things you've never seen at a dealer's table . No matter
what your specialty is, I'm sure someone has items you want in
spades and is more than willing to part with them.

Got a question? I'm sure someone will be able to answer it . The
combined total of Swiss philatelic knowledge and experience will be
staggering! -- perhaps more than a thousand years worth.

The exhibits will be stupendous . Several of our members will be
going head-to-head for the AHPS Grand . Win or lose, we'll be the
winners for seeing these frames . I know that my eyes were opened
at the last show in Sunnyvale . All I could say was, "Wow!"

Last, but not least, is the fun we'll have . Most banquets are
boring affairs ; but, not ours . No speeches, just good conversation
and camaraderie . I laughed myself silly last year . We have some
very interesting characters in AHPS. As stamp collectors go, we're
a fun group with a lot on the ball.

For more information, contact any of the officers listed on the
masthead on page 120 . Harlan Stone, our convention chairman, can
be reached at PO Box 299, Summit NJ 07901 ; or call him at home:
201-377-7322.

SEE YOU AT SEPAD!
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Coincidence

	

Charles J. LaBlonde

Every now and then, in the pursuit of postal history, a series of
seemingly unrelated events falls into place to make a story . To
illustrate this, let me share with you some recent coincidences.

In the December 1987 SBZ, Dr. G.Balimann published a very
nice article on the use of mobile post offices to supplement regular
postal operations . As you know, the famous Swiss auto post offices
usually appear at special events where they use their own cancels in
conjunction with a cancel in honor of the event . Even before the
first auto PO hit the road, postal officials recognized the value of
having a post office they could move around where and when
desired . Already in 1938, the new auto PO number 2 was used in
Zürich during a post office rebuilding.

With help of the PTT, Dr . Balimann published a complete list of
such "non-special event " auto PO uses . [A SASE will bring you a
copy of the entire list] . My interest in Geneva immediately led me
to the following uses of auto POs at Geneva 12 Champel:

Auto PO 1 16 - 30 December 1961
Auto PO 3 16 - 31 December 1963
Auto PO 4 16 - 31 December 1964

Dr. Balimann explains in his article that these uses at Geneva 12
were necessary due to the heavy holiday mail.

Shortly after publication of the Baumann article, Michael
Rutherfoord found a very rare machine cancel . The existence of
this cancel had been postulated but not confirmed. It is the usual
wavy lines with cross, used 1965 at Geneva 4 Plainpalais . Critical
to our story is the date of the cancel found by Rutherfoord, 28
December 1965, the holiday season . But why Geneva 4?

Several years ago, Geneva postal officials sent me a history of
each Geneva post office, not a postal history but rather a brick and
mortar history. With their information, a map, some luck and some
speculation, I was able to assemble the following story.

The Champel district of Geneva must have grown rapidly in the
early 60s. A post office in the area was proposed as early as 1898
but was not opened until 1911 . It was a small post office, opened
as a favor to several influential residents of the area . As the area's
population expanded, they outgrew their post office. In the early
60s this was recognized and two projects were started to alleviate
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the problem. First, enlarge Geneva 12 Champel; second, open a
new post office . Both projects came to fruition in the mid 60s.
The newly remodeled Geneva 12 Champel opened 3 December 1966,
just in time for the holiday rush . Geneva 25 Miremont opened 8
November 1965, not far from Geneva 12.

So, this part of Geneva was growing rapidly and holiday mail
overwhelmed the existing post office . In 1961, 1963 and 1964 an
auto PO helped with the holiday rush, as the cancel dates show.
Due to a shortage of canceling devices in the PO, the auto POs even
used their own cancels on mail.

But 1965 was different: the Geneva 12 PO was under reconstruc-
tion . And, the Swiss had purchased Klussendorf cancel machines
from Germany . Therefore, in 1965, an auto PO was not pressed
into service and a cancel machine was installed instead at the nearest
large post office, Geneva 4 Plainpalais . The date of Michael
Rutherfoord's cancel confirms the story.

Still to be answered : What was the period of use of the cancel
machine in December 1965? What, if anything, happened in 1966?
I welcome comments, questions and especially photocopies of any
cancels mentioned above (the 1961, 1963, 1964 auto PO cancels and
the 1965 0.2 .22). [The author's address is PO Box 264, Chelmsford
MA 01824 .]
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Bundsfeier Flight Card Pricing

	

Howard A . Bauman

My favorite airmail Bundsfeier Postal Card is this 1931, 40c card
for foreign use postmarked : Geneva 1 .VIII .31 .14 (Saturday) . There
are two arrival back-stamps : the first is Paris, Gare Du Nord Avion,
3 .VIII .31 .17:30 (Monday) and the second is Paris, XVI, 4 .VIII .31 .7 :30
(Tuesday) . Perhaps it might have arrived sooner by surface mail!

These cards are not inexpensive and there are wide differences
in value based upon flight legs flown . Zumstein's Ganzsachen
Schweiz 1984 prices this card (#72) canceled 1 .VIII .31 at SFr 260.
Hans Schwarzenbach's catalog has a footnote that "all flight legs are
not of equal value ." His table (p 157) values cards according to the
frequency of flights, with less frequent flights commanding more:
Bern-Geneva, SFr 500; Bern-Basel, SFr 280 ; Bern-Zürich, SFr 300.

The most frequently listed cities and flights in 1928 were Zürich,
9793; Basel, 5142; and Geneva, 2473 . Of 21,802 cards canceled

1 .VIII .28, a total of 17,408 (80%) came through these three cities.
A second table shows that the 40c sent direct to foreign destina-

tions from Geneva is valued at SFr 360 ; from Basel, SFr 280 ; and
Zürich, SFr 260. Therefore the "safe" catalog value is SFr 260.

An ill informed dealer may price these cards too high or too
low. There are no real bargains for hard-to-find material . To
avoid paying too much or bidding too little, you must determine
proper classification and price.

I often ask a seller to provide me with a photocopy so that I can
study, determine my offer and make a decision while avoiding
disappointment and unnecessary cost.
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Sales Circuit Notes

As of May 4th, there are eleven active circuits with more
planned . In the last six weeks, ten new buyers have registered for
circuits . The market for Swiss material remains strong.

Buyers : Recent postage increases have resulted in changes to
circuit forwarding procedures ; we will make greater use of 3rd and
4th class mail whenever the costs dictate . Read and carefully follow
the mailing directions in each circuit as they maximize expedience
and minimize cost!

You should also update your collecting interests to avoid
receiving circuits in which you have little or no interest . Write for
a new form (SASE) to update your interests.

Sellers: We can use virtually all Swiss material except post-1960
FDCs, PJ and PP stamps . Especially needed are dues, officials, ST
& IS pairs and strips, hotel and soldier stamps . We have a number
of buyers for Liechtenstein stamps (not covers).

Emil L. Tobler, AHPS Sales, PO Box 26, Bradford RI 02808
Telephone: 401-377-2238 (evenings are best)

New Members
2284 Karl Agre, California 2285 Otto Berndt, Utah
2286 David Burke, Arizona 2287 Lee Dark, Washington
2288 Floyd Dressel, Illinois 2289 James Fahs, Delaware
2290 John Frost, Texas 2291 Theodore Furst, New York
2292 David Gray, Indiana 2293 Leon Greenbaum, Calif.
2294 Todd Honig, California 2295 James McCall, California
2296 Albert Murden, Kentucky 2297 Harold Roberts, Michigan
2298 Barry Rosenstock, Calif . 2299 Paul Schneider, New York
2300 Paul Spiers, New York 2301 Albert Sun, Maryland
2302 J.Robert Taylor, Maryland 2303 Willy Wagner, Ohio

Reinstatements

1239 F.C . Nachtigal, Oregon

	

1547 Donald Stauffer, Penn.
1693 Louis Freitag, Illinois
2268 Rodney Kregear, Calif .

1863 Eleanor Muller, New York
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Information Needed

	

Felix Ganz

The 1903 letter shown here was sent from Trient (VS) [on the
Col de la Forclaz above Matigny] across the border to Chamonix in
France . It obviously rated border area postage, which cost 15c in
the 30 kilometer border zone from 1892 to 1907 . The single frank
cross-and-figure is not an everyday occurrence.

At the French border, the letter (probably carried on a horse
coach since the little train from Martigny to Chamonix was not built
until 1906 on the Swiss side and later, it seems, into France) was
given to a French conveyance and carried down the pass to
Chamonix where it received an arrival (or forwarding?) backstamp
on the same day.

First, where was the Courrier Français / Chamonix-Châtelard
stamp affixed? Châtelard is the border village, half in France and
half in Switzerland. Why is this marking not listed in French
postmark catalogs? Is it a mail coach marking? Or a footman's?

After delivery at the •hotel in Chamonix, the porter (since the
guest had left) readdressed the letter to Berk=Plage, Pas de Calais
on the English Channel, where the letter arrived (backstamp) on
August 31 and seemingly was delivered. How was it that no one
noticed that the letter came from abroad and should have been
franked with 25c if it had gone to Berk=Plage directly? Or, did the
UPU, once a letter had crossed the border at the special border zone
rate, not insist that the postage difference be made up because the
final destination was now inland (in France) where the postage rate
was 10c?

My last guess would invite crookery; someone could mail items
into a foreign country at the border rate and then have a helper
who would readdress the mail to the eventual recipients, thus saving
10c per piece -- quite a bit of money in 1903.

Anyone who can shed light on any of the above is invited to
contact your associate editor . Many thanks in advance.
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Book Reviews

	

Felix Ganz

Modern Swiss Literature : Unity and Diversity . Edited by John L.
Flood; St. Martin's Press, New York NY ; 1985; IX+146 pages; $25.

This interesting volume is the result and aftermath of a sym-
posium at the University of London (England) Institute of Germanic
Studies held in 1984. Nine speakers' papers, a roundtable discussion
and an introduction of the entire proceedings are reproduced . The
fields covered include observations about Swiss writers from the
French, Romansch and German/Alemannic regions from 1900 to the
present.

It is not possible to deal with content details in this observation
of the volume's existence because it has no philatelic connotations
whatsoever; but any AHPS member interested in Swiss creative
writing might enjoy this overview of the achievements of modern
Swiss writers and use this work as a guide to specific works.

Tracing Your Swiss Roots . Maralyn A. Wellauer; Roots Interna-
tional, 3239 N 58th St, Milwaukee, WI ; 1979; 115 pages; $8.50.

Another totally non-philatelic book has crossed this editor's desk
almost by accident . For anyone with Swiss ancestors, this is an
excellent introduction to tracing one's ancestors who came to this
country as immigrants, not just back to their stepping off the ship,
but also to their families in Switzerland . Since records in Switzer-
land have been preserved for centuries (thanks to the absence of
war), there is an excellent chance of finding concrete information
about your family's origin by following the author 's suggestions.
There are general research aids such as a German script alphabet
table, a list of postcode numbers (as of about 1978 and thus
outdated), and call numbers for Hamburg passenger list microfilm
records. A brief "dictionary" of frequently encountered terms
related to official documents is also included. The are several
similar books from this publisher dealing with Norwegian, German,
Polish and Czech roots.

Schweizerrisches auf Briefmarken und Stempeln des Auslandes
[Swiss Topics on Other Countries' Stamps and Postmarks] . Dr. Ernst
Schlunegger ; Booklet #22, Swiss Topical Collectors Society; 1987;
106+6 pages . Available for SFr 19 plus SFr 6 .50 seamail postage
[$19.50] from SMV, Inselstrasse 51, 4057 Basel Switzerland.

This booklet may be of considerable interest to a collector of
marginalia of Swiss philately, or someone interested in starting
something new, or a Swiss collector with an interest in Swiss
achievements, personalities and history . The author, one of
Switzerland's foremost topical collectors, has tried to list anything
and everything related to Switzerland on philatelic issues and
postmarks worldwide . This listing was based on the large collection
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on this theme of Dr. Portmann, one of the very early topical and
thematic collectors . There are 15 chapters named : Religion and
Church; Literature and Music ; Art and Artists; Architecture;
Transportation ; Posts and Philately ; Medicine and Social Works;
Natural Sciences ; Pharmaceutics/Chemistry/Nutrition ; Coats of
Arms; Colonization/Emigration/Explorers/Militaria; Sport ; Geog-
raphy; History ; Varia.

This is a heroic attempt ; the listings probably are quite complete
in regard to postage stamps and postal stationery . For a collector
used to Scott catalogs, there are two hurdles : the booklet is in
German only and the author uses Zumstein (for Europe) and Michel
(for other continents) catalogs as cross references . Also, the author
quite candidly admits that the choice of inclusion is subjective and
completeness is not promised.

When it comes to postmarks, the listings are woefully incomplete.
In the US and Canada there are over 250 places with direct ties to
Switzerland in name alone while the book lists no more than about
65 of these in various chapters . However, perusing this booklet is
great fun provided that you are truly fluent in German ; you may
become aware of many things Swiss that you never expected . For
example, did you know that the portraits of Frederic the Great of
Prussia and the German poet Lessing, both shown on Germany's
1926 definitive set, were based on paintings by Anton Graff, Swiss
painter from Winterthur?
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BIGGERBY A
GNAT'S EYELASH

The wide tooth variety of perfora-
tion on the 5 centime stamp is
unlikely to be seen on a letter, the
experts say . One way to get it is
by supplementing 1 .20 francs. Here
perfs were backed up by a strip of
black paper for visibility.

submitted by R .L. Rainey
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New Issues

	

Steven S. Weston

On May 25th, the Swiss PTT issued the annual Pro Patria set
which starts a new four-year series ending with the Swiss Confed-
eration's Jubilee in 1991 . The theme for this series is "700 Years of
Art and Culture ." The set features Swiss minnesingers, composers
and performers of romantic verse and song . The designers, Eugen
and Max Lenz of Zürich, have created a four value set showing
historical minnesingers in scenes depicting love's labors in a style
similar to illuminations in manuscript books of the middle-ages.
Printed by rotogravure by Courvoisier on white, fluorescent paper
in sheets of 50 stamps . A colorful and attractive set.

Also on May 25th, the Swiss PTT issued the annual Europa set
which leaves a great deal to be desired in content and design . This
year's theme is "Means of Transport and Communication" which has
been executed in two values of symbolic designs by Bern graphic
artist Stephan Bundi . Both stamps show Europe with a super-
imposed design of a snakes' nest of arrows or a nonsensical
computer circuit which are supposed to represent environmentally
acceptable means of conveyance . A clashing failure.

On June 6th, Liechtenstein and Costa Rica will debut a joint
issue of two stamps celebrating cultural cooperation between the two

countries and the interdependence of northern and southern
countries . Without commenting on the politics inherent in this
theme, I will say that this continuation of the joint-issue trend,
started at Ameripex, may mean that specialist collectors will soon be
world-wide collectors and somewhat poorer . If you like them, fine.

The K-cancel catalog supplement is available from the SVP for
SFr 21 . There are 212 new cancels.

As you may know, on May 30th, the Swiss are changing nearly
900 postcodes . The full list takes 19 pages in the PTT Amtsblatt;
94 of the changes are K-cancels . Obviously we can't show them all
in Tell but the following two pages list the new K-cancels.
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neues von den ptt

	

nouvelles des ptt

643a
625a
626a
481a
150b
443a
785a
65c

878a
920a

1086a
1085a
360a
759a
564a
581a
334b
682a
382a
865a
747a
813a
301b
647a
520a
585a
504a
586a
913a
565a
408a
862a
89b

505a
685a
394a
158b
707a
741a
648a
348b
740a
887a
893a
939a
767a
466a
989a
791a
391a
812a
1125a
854a

1112a
927a
870a
377a

1173 Féchy
1344 L'Abbaye

1346 Les Bioux
1323 Romainmôtier
1452 LesRasses
1454 L'Auberson
1608 Oron-le-Châtel
1610 Oron-la-Ville
1619 Les Paccots
1671 Rue
1788 Praz (Vully)
1789 Lugnorre
1862 Les Mosses
1911 Ovronnaz
1944 La Fouly VS
1969 St-Martin VS
1983 Evolène
1985 La Sage
1986 Arolla
1988 Les Collons
1992 Les Mayens-de-Sion
1997 Haute-Nendaz
3910 Saas Grund
3919 Blatten (Lötschen)
3918 Wiler (Lötschen)
3914 Blatten b . Haters
3929 Täsch
3932 Visperterminen
3933 Staldenried
3934 Zeneggen
3935 Bärchen
3943 Eischoll
3944 Unterbäch VS
3967 Vercorin
3973 Venthône
3987 Riederalp
3992 Bettmeralp
3993 Grengiols
3994 Lax
3995 Ernen
3996 Binn
3997 Hellwald
3999 Oberwald
4539 Rumisberg
2073 Enges
2743 Eschert
6068 Melchsee-Frutt
6143 Ohmstal
6168 Heiligkreuz LU

6315 Morgarten
8234 Stetten SH
8589 Sitterdorf
8844 Euthal
8848 Trachslau
9248 Bichwil
8878 Quinten
7014 Trin

30 .5.1988 (PLZ-Aenderung)

20 .6 .1988
30.5 .1988

1 .6 .1988
30 .5.1988

25 .6 .1988
30 .5 .1988
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Nr . Bezeichnung der Poststelle erster Verwendungstag

440a
436a
303b
899a
540b
781a

907a
614a
721a

446a
263b
946a
714a
718a
713a

717a
716a
715a
712a
1058a
339b
298c

1025a
393a

1004a
1123a

784a
819a
231b
992a
864a
615a
473a

7016 Trin Mulin

7019 Fidaz
7057 Langwies

7153 Falera

7246 St. Antönien

7303 Mastrils

7315 Vättis

7317 Valens
7432 Zillis

7493 Schnitten (Albula)
7494 Wiesen GR

7534 LU

7602 Casaccia

7603 Vicosoprano

7604 Borgonovo

7605 Stampa

7606 Promontogno

7608 Castasegna

7610 Soglio

6538 Verdabbio

6541 Sta . Maria in Calanca

6565 S . Bernardino

6618 Arcegno

6685 Bosco/Gurin

6690 Cavergno

6696 Fus io
6763 Mairengo

6773 Prato (Leventina)

6774 Dalpe

6810 Isone

6921 Vico Morcote

6923 Brusino Arsizio

6949 Comano

30.5 .1988 (PLZ-Aenderune)

Alle diese Ortschaften, die im PTA nicht speziell veröffent-
licht werden, erhalten beim Fahrplanwechsel (3o .5 .1988) einen
neuen K-Stempel_(Aenderung der Postleitzahlen)

Folgende K-Stempel werden neu erscheinen:

K 1165 8755 Ennenda 16 .5 .88
K 1166 8718 Schänis 19 .5 .88
K 1167 1114 Colombier VD 3o .5 .88
K 1168 174o Neyruz FR "

K 1169 3216 Ried b .Kerzers "

K 117o 3908 Saas Balen "
K 1171 3916 Ferden
K 106b 3917 Kippel "
K 831a 9655 Stein

	

SG "
K 560a 7535 Valchava
K 489a 7243 Pany
K 1172 8219 Trasadingen "
K 1173 7532 Tschierv
K 1174

	

1918 Mayens-de-Riddes

	

1 .6 .88

Neue Ortswerbeflaggen werden ausgegeben in:

3 .27o 9490 Vaduz 2 .5 .88
3 .271 4153 Reinach BL 1 .6 .88-4 Die Flagge 3 .172 wird auf
3 .272 718o Disentis/Mustér 1 .6 .88

	

den

	

31 .5 .1988

	

zurückgezoger
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POSTMARKS

Closed post offices:
7485 Preda (1 .4 .1988)

	

1531 Cremin (1 .5 .1988)
Neumühle b.Zollbrück (1 .4 .1988)
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POSTMARKS
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POSTMARKS
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